
Bringing wellness 

and balance to 

organizations

and individuals...

beyond the bridge, based in New York 
City, is an Integrative Wellness Consultancy 
focused on the implementation of Life-Work 
Balance and Stress Resilience programs.

The stresses of everyday life naturally cause 
imbalances in our bodies and relationships. 
Reverse these imbalances by conditioning and 
strengthening your mental, emotional and 
physical resilience to meet the demands of 
day-to-day pressures in the ‘real world’ while 
retaining a clear perspective.

current work or personal environment with 
minimal disruption and without additional 
expenditures (gym etc).

beyond the bridge

beyond the bridge

917.837.3652
251 East 32nd Street

New York | NY | 10016
www.beyondthebridge.com
beyondthebridge@verizon.net

about beyond the bridge

linda shields, our founder, 
has 20 years of experience 
and success on Wall Street.
Combine this with her 

and 10 years of study and 
development of a practi-
cal system, and it’s clear 
that Linda has a unique 

understanding of developing programs that 
help to balance the demands and stresses of the 
business world.

We partner with our clients through integra-
tion and collaboration to create tailored, 

Stress Resilience programs for corporations, 
small businesses, hospitals, high schools, 
colleges, hotels and individuals.

-
niques, Corporate Solutions, Hospital & 
Patient Care Programs, Individual Wellness 
Solutions and Pre & Post Natal Programs, we 

wellness toolkit for every individual or team.
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If you have a double-sided trifold brochure, 
please download both templates, 
for Brochure Inside and Brochure Outside
and make and upload two files, one for each side.

Before you start, check your Color Settings:
for CMYK, select "GRACoL2006_Coated1v2".
Open the Layers Palette. Place your design on 
the Design layer.
Use the layer safe zone & instructions for reference 
only and delete it before submitting to Overnight Prints.
Keep all text and important image(s) within the 
safe zone to avoid being cut. 
Extend your background all the way to the edge, 
beyond the trim mark for proper full bleed -
if desired by the design.

To prepare your file for submitting to Overnight Prints:
Delete layer safe zone & instructions and
leave your Design layer and Art Board layer only. 
Do not delete the locked layer Art Board; this will ensure 
your file remains at the full bleed size when uploaded.

Save your file in .PDF, .EPS, .TIF , or .JPG format, 
in CMYK Color mode, with a resolution of 300 DPI.

Note: You may also submit your files in .AI (Illustrator 
version 8 or earlier), but  our file uploader does 
not accept .AI files saved 
for versions later than Illustrator 8.

For more information on specs, orientation 
guide, common mistakes and postal 
regulations, visit: 
http://www.overnightprints.com/main.php?A=specs
http://www.overnightprints.com/main.php?A=orientation
http://www.overnightprints.com/main.php?A=specs_guidelines
http://www.overnightprints.com/main.php?A=specs_common
http://www.overnightprints.com/main.php?A=USPS

Brochure Inside

The product will be cut on the 
trim mark (blue line)

Place all text and 
important image(s) inside the safe zone

(red line)

Extend your background design
all the way to the Art Board’s edge, 
on all four sides
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Align with your body’s natural rhythms to deeply 
nurture yourself and your baby.

    pregnancy in a safe and gentle way

    your life that is communicated to your baby

    feelings and actions

   and concentration

healthcare by 

restore balance and strengthen your resiliency.

niques that tap into the body’s own innate 

Life-Work Balance

depending upon our responsibilities and priorities. 

or are nearing retirement.

Strengthen your Resiliency!

accessible our resources are when faced with 

decisions under constant pressure or a student 

Naam Yoga®

®

return to equilibrium. Harmonyum® is a meta


